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NK Parkering offers most charging points in Stockholm city 
centre 

The newly renovated NK Parkering now offers 107 charging points for electric cars – 

the highest number in a single location in the centre of Stockholm. Using the escalator, 

it is easy to make your way directly from NK Parkering down to the NK Market Hall. 

Housed in the same building are the NK Skomakeri and NK Skrädderi service points to 

meet for all your shoe repair and tailoring needs, as well as the SATS gym and Art 

Bakery. NK Parkering is also the safest parking facility in Stockholm city centre, with all 

parking above ground and a security company on duty 24 hours a day.  

NK Parkering currently offers 800 parking spaces, of which 107 have public charging 

points for electric cars, including overnight charging. NK Parkering also has a car wash  

and carpool. Both short-term and long-term contract parking options are available. 

Parking is simple and convenient, with no pillars or oncoming traffic.  

“Parking with us should be a pleasant experience. By increasing the number of 

charging points for electric cars, placing greater emphasis on safety and service, and 

being able to walk directly into the NK department store without having to venture 

outdoors, we hope more people who are looking for a convenient, secure and 

sustainable way of parking in the very heart of Stockholm will use NK Parkering,” said 

Andreas Edström, Head of Nordiska Kompaniet.  
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